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1
A LABORMORY APPARATUS

FOR MEASURIIfl
THE SPEED LF LIGHT

Introd uction

the speed of light by apparatus
which can be set up in a single roon has been treated
in considerable detail in the literature (6, p.698-702;
8, p.285-312; 5, p.365-402; 2, p.239-247; 1, p.187-197;
3, p.102-114; 4, p.58-63). The apparatus described in
this paper is sinilar to tbat used by Anderson
The neasurer2ent of

It

built to he used
in the undergraduate optics laboratory here at Oregon
(1,

p.187-197).

was designed and

State College.
General Arrangement
The apDeratus

is

shown

schematically in Fig. 1.

Light fron lamp 1o. 1 is concentrated by mirror No. 2

and condensers No.

dn so

that

it

3

.

Lens No. 4 then narrows the beata

plates of the Kerr
cell. Lens No. 5 focuses the light on cross hairs Ho.
6 wdc1i are at the focus of mirror izo. U and lens No.
8. half alurainized rairror ¿s. 7 splits the light into
two parts. The part reflected fron the half aluminized
mirror is ziade parallel by lens No. 8, reflected by
can pass between the

t3

[p

-1

Fig.

I

Schematic

r')

3

mirror N.

9 and

and 10.

The

mirror is

made

S

focused on the phototube by lenses

110.

light transmitted by the half alurainized
parallel by riirrur No. 11 and traverses

tile path frau 11 to 12 to

13

to

12

to 11 to

7

to

10 and

into the phototube.
The cross hairs are useful in focusing tue light
on the phototube.

cell modulates the lieht beam at a frequency of 17.74 mc. ihen the two light paths frai tue
Kerr cell to the Dhototube differ by ai' odd multiple
The

Kerr

of half wave-lengths of the modulating frequency (namely
n8.45

meters where n is odd), the phototube will see no

in the light it receives. Thus with
a suitable electronic circuit a null can be detected as
mirror No. 9 is moved so as to change the difference in
lengths of the long and short paths.
The difference in the lengtt of the long and short
paths is one end one-half wave-lengtiis. Dy inserting
mirror No. 14 t1e difference in the pnth lengths is reduced by 2(3i+ b2) ° that ttie long and short paths
differ by ap:roximately one-half wave-lexth of the
modulating frequency. A slight read justhent of the position of mirror No. 9 by an amount 3 will again give a
null reading. Thus 2(31+32 -AS) gives the distance
traveled by light in one oscillation of the modulator.
17.74

mc

component

4

The velocity of light i

y

2f

given by:

62 -

where f is the Lnodulatinß frequency.
This is the group velocity in air

arid

has to be

corrected to give wave velocity in a vacuwn before it
can be compared to the values found in the tables of
physical cons tants.
The advantages of this method are its simplicity

and its potential accuracy.

The only quantities that

need to be measured are tIiree lengths
and

S)

Both can be xaeasured with great

one frequency.

accuracy.

(si, s2, and

The apparatus described in this paper

1ay

be

adj usted to produce frequencies known to one part in

10,000.

however, with equipment at hand the

measurent

of length is probably not more accurate than one part in

3,000.

The Optical 3ystom

A good treatment of the theory

of'

the Kerr cell as

an olectro-optical shutter is given by Kingsbury
(7, p.22-28).

'íith

the Kerr cell between crossed pola

450 with the direction of
roids, each making an anglo of
the electric field, the transmission of the cell as a

function of applied voltage is given by the equation
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Transmission characteristic of

Kerr cell

6

and curve shown in Fig.

3.

The cell used is shown in Fig. 2.

It has plates

of nickel 2.15 cm by 0.90 cm spaced 0.6 cm apart.

voltage required to nake the cell

The

nd its polaroids

give maximum transmission was computed to be 18.6 k.v.
by:

E

where: d

300d

plate separation in

ora

1 = plate length in cm

B

220x107 Cm/ volt2 e.s.u.

ierr constant

for nitrobenzene

E in volts

In operation the cell is supplied with a 13 k.v.
d-c bias and a voltage of approximately 1 k.v.

17.74 mc

pk

at

This gives a modulated transmission shown in

Fig. 3.
The celi, Fig. 2,

ion.

The end

vindos

is of one piece

g1s

ere out from selected

construct

inch

pyrex Plate.

To keep them from warping while being

sealed to

pyrex tube

t he

,

they were b utted against an

internal ridge formed in the tube with the help Of a
stepped carbon cylinder.

The tube extered far enough

beyond the windows to protect them; after cooling the
excess length of tube was removed
around the cooling coils.

.Jater

circulates

The nitrobenzene for the cell

7

was purchased from General }'hysicai

fractionally frozen
10

Once

Laboratories and
to rod uce its conductivity to

nthos/cín

plane mirrors were ade of plate glass selected
to give nearly straight diffractio i frinos with an opThe

tical flat.

They were coated with aluminum by

evapora-

tion. Lovable mirrors No.'s 9 ar 14 are mounted on
optical benches, and the others on ad jus table mounts.
All mounts and optical benches are set on hole-slotplane plates waxed to the floor.
Lirror LO. 11 ìas a focal lerth of 122 cm and a
diameter of 6 inches. Lirrors No.'s 12, 13, and 14 are
8

inch octagons.
The light source is a

500w

projection lamp.

Electronic $ystn
The d-c bias and the r-f modulating voltage are fed
to the Kerr cell by

Kerr
cell

the circuit of Fig,. 4.

L-1

500

23pf
-1

Fig.

4

Circuit for modulating

K err cell

k.v. d-c

furnished by a laboratory power
from a surplus radar set (capacity 50 ma.

The 13
SUpJ)ly

et

15

made

k.v.).

The

ï3

r-f oscillator is

des1nec1 to operate

at

7 to 9.].

inc.

a

converted

It

was

ARC-5

rebuilt

to

operate on avai1tb1e oower supplies instead of 32 volt
dynamotor; the final stage of aiplification was converted
froni two 1625's in parallel to the same tubes in push
push, that is, push pull grid and parallel plate connections. This acts as a frequency doubling circuit so
that the oscillator now operates between 14 and 18.2 mc.
The frequency used in this equipment au 17.74 inc
because the oscillator contains a calibration crystal
adjusted to 8.870 inc.
The

light

is received on s 917 vacuum photoBC 348p receiver through the circuit

beam

tube which feeds a
shown in Fig. 5.

917
co-ax to
receiver

RFC

Fig.5 phototube

circuit

The tuned circuit shorts out all but the 17.74 nc
The receiver is equipped with a beat ftc-

component.

quency oscillator for creating en audible beat note

detected by earphones.

Meas ur ements
To show that a null occurs for a path. difference of

an odd

multiple of helf wave-lengths consid er the follow-

ing:
e

sinwi

E

e2:

E0sin(wt+)

where:

e:

signal from short path

e2: signal from
s: path

long path

difference

w:2Tr modulating frequency
The phototube receives the sum of e1ae2
e

e

=

e= E0sinwt-t-Esin(wt+S)

e=2Ecos(f) sin(wt+
e=O

for
fl

1'-

nir

cos-1=O

n

odd

lo
The s top s hown

15 , Fig . i ,

t

is

uz e d

to ap o r oxi-

iatoly equalize the Intensities of the light beans that
travel along tile two paths. Equality of the interities
is a convenience ratiler than a necessity because the

location of the
tensities,

e,

null

is

indopenent of

the relative in-

is apparent f ron the f ollowinß discussion:

&S

E,sinwt

e2E sin(wf+.)

2iEsinwf

+e

e

e

I

e= (E

E
2

I

2

E

E

2
I

The

2

coswt
cosg)sinwt +Esin
2
2

+E ±2E12
E Gos
2

minima

d(E2)

+ Esin(wt -i-s)

-2E1

and maxima

are given by:

singO

SW

n1T
C

=T

n'TY

These represent minimas for
and

maximas for

n

even.

n

odd

11
The

phototube and

its associated receivin circuit

are inadequately shielded from the radiations of the
oscillator. This makes e determination of the velocity
of light impossible at present. Lore adequate shielding is planned and will be incorporated in the equipment in the near future.
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